CHROMAWEB
COLOUR MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE TO OPTIMISE PRODUCTIVITY

ChromaWeb is a comprehensive colour retrieval and colour management software you can access via your local PC and Internet connection. Its colour, product and software updates are immediate and implemented when connected to the Internet. It also backs up and stores customer data securely and safely in the Cloud, so that if local PCs crash, data can be restored, quickly and easily. And with its user-friendly interface it is fully accessible from any device, including tablets and smartphones. ChromaWeb is a great advantage for bodyshops, especially large bodyshops and networks of bodyshops.

MAIN BENEFITS

- Immediate colour, product and software updates when connected to the Internet
- Automatic back-up of data to the Cloud when online
- Easy formula sharing between different locations
- Last five colour searches remain available in the web browser
- Fully accessible from all devices including smartphones and tablets
- User-friendly interface
Find out how you can get ChromaWeb in your bodyshop, get in touch with your local Cromax contact, importer or distributor.

**FIND A COLOUR**

Browse in the Colour Info Database and find all colours available in the colour universe of Cromax without formulas.

> [Cromax Colour Info](http://www.axaltacoatingsystems.com/content/cromax_eu/en_GB/colours/digital-colour-management/chromaweb.print.html)

**CHROMAWEB – COLOUR MANAGEMENT AT YOUR FINGERTIPS**

By downloading the latest app version of our ChromaWeb colour management software, you gain access to the latest features and enhancements. The app is quick and easy to use with a user-friendly interface and includes all the functionality of the main ChromaWeb software. It also takes advantage of scanning options on mobile devices for additional convenience.

Find out how the ChromaWeb app will benefit your bodyshop.
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